GlobalCapture OSA® transforms your Sharp OSA enabled device into a powerful platform for digital transformation. GlobalSearch OSA delivers powerful workflow driven document conversion directly from the touch panel of your SHARP multifunction printer (MFP). Through a highly scalable approach, GlobalCapture OSA seamlessly expands from simple document scanning and routing to intelligent data extraction and digital transformation.

Transform
Begin by transforming your scanned documents into intelligent information that can be converted into Word, Excel, PowerPoint or text-searchable PDFs, or use powerful OCR tools for pinpointing and extracting high-value data.

Notify
Get notified immediately when work is pending through applied email notifications. Regardless of the release point for your information, GlobalCapture OSA keeps users in the know when a document is waiting for your attention.

Route
Your documents are then routed with purpose through powerful business process automation. Create workflow activities right from your MFP and intelligently direct the flow of documents based on extracted information.

Release
Release documents to the Windows file system by intelligently determining the correct location, by creating new locations as needed, or releasing documents to a third party ECM platform including SharePoint, OneDrive and of course GlobalSearch.

Smarter decision-making starts now!
Turn your documents into intelligent information that provide powerful insights, drive efficiencies, and lead to smarter decision making. Explore the GlobalSuite platform of business solutions for all your Digital Transformation needs!
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